
The Lahn Cycle Route
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS, APPROX. 225 KM
BOOKING CODE: SW-LAMK6

The classic route from  
Marburg to Coblenz

From Eur 699,-

DAILY ROUTE LENGTH  

TOPOGRAPHY 

Your tour
From the university town of Marburg with its magnificent old town 
scenery to the mouth of the Rhine, the Lahn Valley offers a surprising 
variety of impressions. Up to Wetzlar, you cycle between rolling me-
adows and fields, soon higher mountains force the river to take many 
idyllic turns. A detour into the magnificent Rhine Valley is the crowning 
finale of your journey. Passing the legendary Loreley Rock, you will sail 
on a ship to Koblenz.

Itinerary
Day 1 Individual arrival in Marburg

Day 2 Marburg – Wetzlar, approx. 55 km

Day 3 Wetzlar – Weilburg, approx. 30 / 40 km

Day 4 Weilburg – Limburg, approx. 40 km

Day 5 Limburg – Bad Ems, approx. 45 km or 35 km + Train ride

Day 6 Bad Ems – Coblenz, approx. 15 / 45 km + boat trip

Day 7 Individual departure

Travel time
Season A 06.04. – 13.04. 05.10. – 12.10.

Season B 14.04. – 03.05. 21.09. – 04.10.

Season C 04.05. – 20.09.

Daily arrival 06.04. – 12.10.2024
The season is dictated by the arrival date.

Services
 ¬ 6 nights with breakfast, national 2* / 3*-level (Cat B)
 ¬ 6 nights with breakfast, national 3* / 4*-level (Cat A)
 ¬ Luggage transport from hotel to hotel to Coblenz, max. 20 kg / piece
 ¬ Cycle route description with maps (1 x per room)
 ¬ Boat trip St. Goar – Coblenz incl. Bike
 ¬ Service-Hotline (7 days, 08.00 a.m. – 08.00 p.m.)

Not included services
 ¬ Citys or visitors tax, if payable

Basic price per person Category B Category A
Doubleroom, Season A 699,– 789,–

Doubleroom, Season B 749,– 849,–

Doubleroom, Season C 799,– 909,–

Price Surcharge Singleroom 159,– 239,–

Additional night prices per person Category B Category A
Coblenz DBL / BB 69,– 85,–

Coblenz SGL / BB 99,– 125,–

Marburg DBL / BB 69,– 89,–

Marburg SGL / BB 99,– 129,–

Additional services per person
E-bike / Pedelec* 259,–

Rental bike (7- / 27-gear)* 99,–

Return transfer excl. bike 95,–

Return transfer incl. bike 135,–

*including rental bike insurance
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Exemplary hotel list Category A
Marburg Vila Vita Rosenpark Marburg https://www.rosenpark.com/de
Wetzlar Wetzlarer Hof Wetzlar http://www.wetzlarerhof.com/
Weilburg Lahnschleife Weilburg http://www.hotel-lahnschleife.de/
Limburg Vienna House Easy Limburg http://www.viennahouse.com/index.

php?id=937&L=1
Bad Ems Bad Emser Hof http://bad-emster-hof.de/
Koblenz Hotel Brenner, Koblenz http://www.hotel-brenner.de/

Exemplary hotel list Category B
Marburg B&B Hotel Marburg http://www.hotel-bb.com/de/hotel/marburg
Wetzlar B&B Hotel Wetzlar https://www.hotel-bb.com/de/hotel/wetzlar
Weilburg Hotel am Bahnhof Weilburg https://hotelambahnhof.com/
Limburg Montana Limburg http://www.montana-limburg.de/
Bad Ems Alter Kaiser Bad Ems http://www.hotel-alter-kaiser.de/
Koblenz Trip Inn Hotel Hamm Koblenz https://tripinn-hotels.com/koblenz/

Child reduction on basic price
0 - 5 Years 100%
6 - 11 Years 50%
12 - 17 Years 25%

Reduction for children is valid for accommodation in room with two full-paying guests.

Languages Travel documents
 ¬ German, English, Dutch

Additional note
 ¬ All bookings are on request.

 ¬ Return journey to Marburg: Optionally by minibus daily, duration 
approx. 2.5 hours, departure time approx. 9.00 a.m., must be 
specified when booking.

 ¬ Alternatively on your own by train, connections several times an 
hour, 1 – 2 x change, duration approx. 3.5 hours.

 ¬ Twin / double rooms / separate beds are only occasionally 
available. We treat requests as non-binding customer requests, if 
above mentioned room types are a booking condition, it must be 
mentioned as a condition at the time of booking.

Equipment of our rental bikes
 ¬ on request: odometer, map holder (to be specified when booking)

 ¬ Bike lock

 ¬ Air pump

 ¬ Breakdown kit (1 x per booking)

 ¬ Waterproof pannier

Journey to Marburg
 ¬ Nearest airports: Frankfurt am Main, Siegerland

 ¬ Train station: Marburg

Parking in Marburg
 ¬ Public parking garages near the hotel, cost approx. 45 € / week or 
free Park & Ride parking at the stadium and convention center.

Luggage transport
 ¬ Luggage pick-up from 09.00 a.m., delivery to the next hotel by 06.00 
p.m. at the latest, labeling of luggage is 1 x for the whole tour. No 
restriction on the number of pieces of luggage, but max. 20 kg per 
piece of luggage.

Travel documents
 ¬ 1 set (per booked room) consists of: hotel list and voucher, travel 
information with details on daily stages, short travel guides and 
route descriptions, maps, luggage tags

 ¬ Travel document dispatch to the arrival hotel, hotel list and arrival 
information in advance by e-mail

Stages description

Day 1: Individual arrival in Marburg
Your tour along the Lahn cycle path begins in the university town of 
Marburg. Wander up and down the many steps of the historic quarter 
and along the windy streets lined with timer-frame houses. Landgrave 
Castle looms high and always visible above the town. A masterpiece 
of Early Gothic architecture is St. Elisabeths Church. Reserved rental 
bicycles are parked at the hotel ready for you.

Day 2: Marburg – Wetzlar, approx. 55 km
Cycling through the wide, quiet Lahn Valley you will reach Wetzlar, 
an excellent example of wooden-framed architecture, surrounded 
with impressive baroque buildings and towered over by its puzzling 
cathedral. The building from the 12 – 16th centuries is a gothic-ro-
mantic mixture and is not finished to this day, but offers visitors an 
interesting attraction.
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Day 3: Wetzlar – Weilburg, approx. 30 / 40 km
The Lahn cycle path continues, to take you along the river between 
Taunus and Westerwald. During your stops, enjoy the beautiful views of 
two low mountain ranges. You will recognise Weilburg by its extensive 
castle grounds – the eastern half stretch to almost 400 m. The town 
has a very rare feature – a shipping tunnel which is almost 200 m long.

Day 4: Weilburg – Limburg, approx. 40 km
Visit the majestic castle of Weilburg, which hails from renaissance 
times and is surprisingly well preserved. Then you will begin cycling 
and follow the river to your destination; Limburg. The town´s main 
attraction is the completely preserved medieval architecture of the 
town. Limburg´s famous cathedral can be seen from afar approaching 
the town, its beautiful, seven towers high above the town on the rock 
face over the Lahn River.

Day 5: Limburg – Bad Ems, approx. 45 km or 35 km + Train ride
Today’s route offers cyclists beautiful, varied, untouched landscape. 
You will 2 uphill climbs today but they will be rewarded with amazing 
views. One of the climbs can be avoided by taking the train (11 km). 

The castle of Nassau attracts visitors with its breath-taking views 
over the hills in the area and offers its guests modern cuisine in old 
surroundings. The well-known spa town of Bad Ems is also well known 
for its pastilles.

Day 6: Bad Ems – Coblenz, approx. 15 / 45 km + boat trip
You must gather your strengths today to tackle the crowning section 
of the route into the Rhine valley to the Lorelei. This famous rock 
provides a unique 360° view of the Rhine Valley and creates a very 
special atmosphere, which has inspired poets and musicians for many 
hundreds of years. The stretch to Coblenz is easily mastered – by boat! 
On the way you can see the many castles along the banks of the Rhine.

Day 7: Individual departure
After breakfast you start your individual return journey home or extend 
your stay.




